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FLEECE-BACKED VENEERS, AVAILABLE WITH PLAITED SURFACE  
Inspiration meets innovation. 

 
Plaited veneers open up a new dimension in terms of design! The latest creation from Schorn & 
Groh is muto GRID. The plait patterns are fascinatingly three-dimensional, which you can not only 
see, but also feel. Five designs are currently available from stock. Thanks to a fleece backing, the 
veneers can be processed easily and in many ways. This extraordinary product is made from 
individual, pre-sanded veneer sheets.  

In a complex process, the single pre-sanded leaves of veneer are plaited to create highly diverse 
surfaces and then backed with special fleece. As a result, the individual strips do not move against 
each other. muto GRID has a high strength and can still be bent easily. This product is therefore 
also ideally suited for multidimensional deformations and substrates that are difficult to process. 
The veneer sheets can be easily processed like normal veneer fixed dimensions and pressed onto 
boards with any common veneer press. muto GRID is available in a standard size of 2.44 x 1.22m 
with an average thickness of 1 - 1.2mm (depending on the design). The surfaces can be finally 
lacquered or oiled.  

In addition to the five available designs, individual variants are also possible according to customer 
requirements (muto GRID exclusive). There are hardly any limits to your imagination: More than 
100 types of wood can be flexibly combined. Many patterns known from weaving can be realized. 
The only condition is that the veneer strips are not narrower than 2cm. You are also free to 
choose the format - muto GRID exclusive can be manufactured up to a maximum size of approx. 
3.05 x 1.22m. The production time is two to six weeks, depending on the complexity of the design 
and the ordered quantity. 

At Schorn & Groh you will also find other exciting fleece-backed products known under the name 
"fleece'n'flex PLUS", including veneers with structured surface, with HPL backing, with perforated 
surface, with melamine-coated surface and extra thin sanded veneers for backlighting. With the 
plaited variant of muto GRID, Schorn & Groh is further expanding its extensive product portfolio 
and innovation leadership. 
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muto GRID light slope / © Schorn & Groh 

 
 

 
muto GRID dark slope / © Schorn & Groh 
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muto GRID dark twist / © Schorn & Groh 

 
 

 
muto GRID light twist / © Schorn & Groh 
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muto GRID grey horizon / © Schorn & Groh 
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Schorn & Groh GmbH 
Frau Susanne Kuhn 
Tel: +49 721 96245-29 
marketing@sg-veneers.com 
www.sg-veneers.com  
 
______________________________________________________________________ 

Schorn & Groh was founded in 1961 in southern Germany and is today one of the leading 
companies in the veneer industry worldwide. The most important products include high-
quality veneers from over 140 wood species, spliced veneers, fleece-backed spliced veneers, 
structured veneers, plaited veneers muto GRID, the Butt Cut end grain veneer, the naturally 
coloured Coco and Shining Grey veneers, the exclusive One-of-a-Kind collection, a large 
selection of sawn timber, solid table tops and round wood. 
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